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Introduction. 
Our starting point is the following well known formula for an ovaloid 
F in an Eudidean space E3 of three dimensions : 
(0. 1) 1L均+H)dA= 0 , 
where H and K are the mean curvature and the Gauss curvature at a point 
P of F, p denotes the oriented distance from a 五xed point 0 in E3 to the 
tangent space of F at P and dA is the area element of F at P. For convex 
hypersurfaces, these formulas have been obtained by H. Minkowski for 
m= 2 [11]1) and by T. Kubota for a general m [9] (cf. also [2], p. 64). 
As a generalization of this formula for a closed orientable hypersurface, 
C. C. Hsiung derived the following integral formulas of Minkowski type 
which are valid in an Euclidean space Eη什 1 [4]. 
THEOREM A (C. C. Hsiung) Let Vm be a closed orientable hypersuだface
twice differentiably imbedded in an Euclidean 乎ace E国寸 1 of m+ 1 (ミ 3)
dimensions, then 
(0.2) L月 lpdA+L月dA=O 戸川= 0, 1, ..., rn-1 , 
where Ho=l , H，ν(1 豆ν豆m) be the 'J.)-th mean curvature of V田 αt P, p 
denotes the oriented distance jシom a fixed point 0 in E明卜 1 to the tangent 
hypeゅlane of V叫 at P, and dA be the area element of V明 at P. 
Extension of this formulas in a Riemannian manifold Rm+l has been 
established by Y. Katsurada [5] [6]. Main result for a hypersurface V情 rn
a Riemannian manifold is as follows: 
THEOREM B (工 Katsurada) Let V叫 be a closed orientable hyper・'Suゆce
of clαss C3 imbedded in an (m + 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold Rm トl
which admits an infinitesimal point tr仰ゆrmation， then 
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
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(0.3) j HP品+ユ jrj九jdA = 0, 
vm~' 2 m J v"ι 
and if the manifold R'" 1ωsumes of constant cUrvatul・e which includes an 
Euclidean space, 
r TT 7 ^ . 1 r (0.4) ¥ H'i1pdA+-:!--¥ H~ßB!Br;f gυdA = 0 (1:;;三 ν孟m-1).J v'" .~. 2 m J vm 
We use integral formulas of Minkowski type to generalize the Liebmann 
theorem [10]: the only ovaloids with constant mean curvature H in an 
Euclidean space E3 are spheres. Extension of this theorem to a convex 
hypersurface V叫 in an (m + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space Em 1 has been 
given by W. S?s [17] (cf. also [2] , p. 118). The same problem for closed 
hypersurfaces in an (m 十 1)-dimensional Euclidean space E明 1 has been 
investigated by C. C. Hsiung [4]. 
THEOREM C (c. C. Hsiung) Let V叫 be a hy戸rsurface sati.りying t，んc
condition of Theorem A. Suppose that there exist a 1うoint 0 in Em 1 and 
an integer s, 1 ~s豆m， such that at all 1うoints of V地 the support function p 
is of the same sign, Hi > 0, for i = 1, 2, "', s， ωld Hs is constant. Then V"ι 
is a 1ザper.学here.
Extension of this theorem in a Riemannian manifold has been established 
by Y. Katsurada [5] as follows: 
THEOREM D (Y. Katsurada) Let R洞 t 1 be a space of constant curva如何
V明 a closed orientable hypersU1プαce in R明 11 If there exisお a one-parameter 
group G of conformal transformations of Rm< 1 such that the scalar product 
ni r;i of the normal vector n of Vm and the generating vector r;of G does 
not change the sign on V叫 and is not identically zero, and if the 1うrincipal
curvatures 長b k2, ・・・ ， km at each point of the hYlうersurface Vm are positive 
andHνis constant for αny ν(1 豆 ν豆m-1)， then every point of Vm is umbilic. 
For ν= 1, Y. Katsurada [6] obtained the following interesting 
THEOREM E (Y. Katsurada) Let R栴 11 be an Einstein 乎ace， V川 μ closed
orientable hypersuヴ白ce in Rmil. If there exists a oneアarameter grozφG 
of conformal transformations of R叫 1 such that the scalω product ni r;i of 
the normal vector n of V叫 αnd the generating vec臼r r; of G does not 
change the sign on V哨 and is not identically zero, and if H1 is constanム
then every 1うoint of V柿 is umbilic. 
The analogous problems for a closed orientable hypersurface V地 ln
a Riemannian manifold Rm 1 have been discussed by A. D. Alexandrov [1] , 
T. Koyanagi [8], M. Okumura [12], [13], T. Otsuki [14], R. C. Reilly [15]. 
M. Tani [18], K. Yano [20], [21 ], [22] and K. Yano and M. Tani [23]. 
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The purpose of this paper is to give certain generalization of formulas 
(0.3) and (0.4) of Katsurada, and to obtain some properties of a closed 
orientable hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold. Notations and general 
formulas on hypersurfaces are given in ~ 1. In ~ 2, we derive generalized 
Minkowski formulas. As a special case of ~ 2, the later sections ~ 3 and 
~ 4 are devoted to establish several integral formulas of Minkowski type. 
In ~ 5, we give some properties of a closed orientable hypersurface in a 
Riemannian manifold R明 '1
The present author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor 
Dr. Yoshie Katsurada for her constant guidance and criticism, and also to 
Dr. Tamao Nagai for his kind help. 
~ 1. Notations and general formulas on hypersurfaces. 
Let Rnt 1 be an (m + l)-dimensional orientable Riemannian manifold of 
class e(rミ 3)， and Xi, gij, “; i" , Rら， Rij = R:jh and R be local coordinates, 
a Riemannian metric, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect 
(h 1 
to the Christoffel symbols 1 ~~} formed with the metric gij, the curvature 
lZJ J 
tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the curvature scalar of R", '1 respectively. 
We now consider a closed orientable hypersurface V明 of class C3 
imbedded in a Riemannian manifold R"" 1 whose local parametric expression is 
ど = Xi(が)，
where u. are local coordinates in V"'. Throughout this paper we will agree 
on the following ranges of indices unless otherwise stated: 
1;;三 h， i， j， ・・・三五 m+1 ，
1 ~玉 α， ß， r， ・・・壬 nz ，
O~玉}.， μ， ν，・・・三五 m-1.
We use the convention that repeated indices imply summation. 
If we put 
B~= 竺竺こ.
嶋 ~u. ' 
then B! are m linearly independent vectors tangent to V拙. The f?st funｭ
damental tensor g.ﾟ of V'" is given by 
(1. )σ吋= g'ijB!B$ 
and g.ﾟ is def?ed by gaßgßr=O~' where o~ means the Kronecker deltas. We 
assume that m vectors Bf, _rn, . .., Bi". give the positive orientation on V制 and
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we denote by n[ the uniquely determined unit normal vector of V'" such 
that Bf, Bi, . 一 ， Bf,,, n! give the positive orientation in R'" 1 Denoting by 
‘ ;α" the operation of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant di妊erentiation
along the hypersurface V'ヘ we have the equations of Gauss and Wein伊rten:
(1. 2) 
(1. 3) 
B~;ß = bαßn i ， 
nfα 士一 b!BL
where buß=bßα are components of the second fundamental tensor of V'" and 
b~=bαï gïヘ b"ß=b~ σαr We also have the equations of Gauss and Codazzi 
(1. 4) 
(1. 5) 
R，dj正 B~B~B~B;= R哨。-(九rbßδ -bßrbuδ ) , 
RMjkB~ni B~B~ 二一 (b吋; r 一九州)= -2bu[ﾟ;rl' 
where Rα削二 σ• ， Rßrδis the curvature tensor of the hypersurface V"' , and the 
symbol [ ] means alternating in 2 ([16] , p. 14). Contracting (1. 5) by the 
contravanant tensor 9問 and using 
(1. 6) 9吋B!Bi= gij-rhz i 、
we have 
(1. 7) RZjyfBj= • (bL-b;;ß) = -2bfß;rJ ・
If we denote by 丸ん. • " kn the principal curvature of Vヘ that is, the 
roots of the characteristic equation 
(1. 8) Ib吋 -kgußI 二 0 ，
then the ぃth mean curvature 1lνis given by 
?ハ可
U
咽EA? (プ)H， = ..<L:く α 丸丸 =λb[(~l. b~~J 
and 1lo= 1. From equations (1. 8) and (1. 9) it follows immeadiately 
(1. 10) mHl=b~ H「 b1
9 
where b and g' are determinants of b吋 and σ吋 respectively. Moreover we 
have 
(1.11) !r:; )H2 二 l (bMl-b;bd , ¥2;--" 2¥" P ""J 
(1 叫似=m2Hf-m(m-1)H2 = m{mHî一(m-1)H2}
We note here that 
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(1. 13) H2-E=-J-lbibf-ib:bd 
1 ~~" m(m-1) \~p~a m ~a~PJ 
=--2--Z(hs一丸)2 ~0m2 (m-1) 同 P
and consequently, if 
(1. 14) Hi-H2 =0 , 
then 
ム =k2 = ・・・ = k", = k , 
that is 
baﾟ = kgaﾟ ・
A point of a hypersurface Vぺ at which al principal curvatures are equal, 
is called an umbilical point. Furthermore we have 
(1. 15) HIH，ν -H'+l 一 ν !(mーν71)12mm! α1< セαν11hat---hαν _1 (人 -h+1)2.
If Hh Hz, "', H" 1;;三 ν 三三m are positive, then 
(1. 16) Hl 孟 Hj 三…ミ Hj，
where the equality at al stage implies k1 =ι= ・・・ =k"，・ The proof of the 
formula (1. 16) will be omitted here, but can be found in [3], p. 52. 
For anyν， if we put 
(1. 17) H'étl=(み Zr:1α1，Jß.， -i 1 ",8m -1Sﾟ1 ..ßm内
(1. 18) H(州 =Jrh1IUl2rmh い+2rmbiiH2bf;bf:::
? ?? ?Lυ 1一山一一
then we have the following relations 
(1. 19) g吋H't!l=mHν， baﾟH'(;l = mH，ザ1 , 
and 
(1. 20) ?3;α= ーレmH(巾 gαF ，
where e a1 ・ ..am denotes the ε・symbol of V四 and the symbol [ ] means alterｭ
nating in ν 十1. In particular 
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(1. 21) 
(1. 22) 
H払 =gぺ H(Q)r= 0 , 
H11a=iでがα1= ー竺11RJBi ，
Im\ ー巴 m!
¥ 2 J
and in virtue of (1. 11) we have 
(1. 23) H(2lα=iでb~a;ßb~] = 生11{cim一出牛立Hい
、 1m ¥ -.ー m! ¥ ~ / 
¥ 3 J
where we put 
C! = b!b~-b~b~ 
(see [8], p. 118). 
~ 2. On a generalization of Minkowski Formulas. 
We suppose that Rm+l admits an one-parameter continuous group G of 
transformations generated by an inf?itesimal transformation 
(2. 1) 主~i= X乞 +çio， , 
where 輅 are the components of a contravariant vector and 0, is an inf?iｭ
tesimal. In Rm~r， we consider a domain U. If the domain U is simply 
covered by the orbits of transformations generated by çi, and 輅 is everyｭ
where of class C3 and キ o in U, then we call U a regular domain with 
respect to the vector f?ld (cf. [7], p. 448). If 輅 is a Killing vector, a homoｭ
thetic Ki1ing vector, a conformal Killing vector, then the group G is called 
isometric, homothetic and conformal respectively. The vector f?ld 輅 is said 
to be conformal, homothetic, or Killing when it satisf?s 
(2.2) 
よど gij = 乙;j+Çj;i = 2ifJ (X)giρ 
~ gij = 2Cgij , 
s 
:z gij = 0 
respectively, where :/ gυdenotes the Lie derivative of gij with respect to 
the in五nitesimal transformation (2. 1), ifJ (x) is a scalar function, c is a conｭ
stant and ﾇi = gij e [19]. When 輅 is a conformal Killing vector, it satisf?s 
(2.3) 
where 
子 {t} = ç[i;j+R~jk Ç" 
=民やr1ャ 81もーす gij ，
恥=や而乎=恥gih.
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On the hypersurface V明 we can put 
(2. 4) 
where 
? = B!çα +pn' ， 
p = ni?. 
Hereafter we denote by V叫 an m-dimensional closed orientable hypersurｭ
face of class C3 imbedded in a regular domain U with respect to the vector 
輅. We assume that at any point P on Vへ the vector e isnot on its 
tangent space. 
Let us consider a di旺erential form of (m-1)-degree at a point P of the 
hypersurface Vぺ defined by 
(2.5) 
((n , fç, òn, ..., òn, dx, ..., dx)) 
、ーーーーへ~ーーー， 、ーー回目、.-­
ν m-ν1 
= .; g (n , fÇ, òn， ・ 18n， dz， --vdz) 
=[g(山2αl' "', njα ，よ ， , 
て芋-ìdua1 八 ・八 duαml ，
dU“知 1 / 
w here the symbol ( ) means a determinant of order m十 1 whose columns 
are the components of respective vectors or vector-valued differential forms, 
and let dxi be a displacement along the hypersurface Vぺ i. e. , dXi=B~duα， 
g the determinant of a metric tensor gij of R"" 1 and f a differentiable scalar 
function on V拙.
(2.6) 
Di旺erentiating exteriorly, we have 
d((n , fÇ, òn, ..., òn, dx, ..., dx)) 
= ((òn , fÇ, on, …, òn, dx, …, dx)) +((n , 
dfç, òn, …, òn,dx, …, dx)) 十 ((n， fòç , 
on, …, òn,dx, …, dx)) +ν ((n ， fﾇ' ò(伽) , 
òn， 一 .， òn， dx， … ， dx)). 
On substituting (1. 3) into the first term of the right-hand member of (2. 6), 
we obtain 
(2. 7) ((òn , fÇ, òn， ・ ..， òn， dx， … ，dx)) 
= (-1)明 ν m! Hd1 fpdA , 
where dA c1enotes the volume element of V哨.
Since the vector n x ? x ・・・ xònxdxx ・・・ x dx is orthogonal to the 
、-司ーー-.----' 、ー司ーーー"""回目・ー--'
νm一ν-1
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normal vector n and ðnち = -b!B~dua， the second and the third terms of the 
right-hand member of (2. 6) become as follows: 
(2.8) ((n , dj~， ðn, …, ðn, dx, …, dx)) 
ψ叫 1
=(一町 νうえ二町民五dA ，
(2.9) ((n , j ð~， ðn, ・・" ðn, dx, …, dx)) 
=(1)2224fHf)B:BifhdA , 
叶'‘
where 五=手，乙 =B!ι
Since we have 
(2. 10) 。 (ðni)= (b~;ßB; + b~brßが)duα 八duß ，
the fourth term of the right-hand member of (2.6) becomes 
(2. 11) ((n , R , ð(ðn), ðn, …, ðn, dx, …, dx)) 
= (-1)'" レー 1 m! j~aH(山dA.
Accordingly by means of (2. 7), (2.8), (2. 9) and (2. 11) it follows that 
J-fd((nλ 仇 ， ðr山刈)
(2. 12) = (-1)岬 ν ~(H，ν qpdA+ "1,, H(~)B!B~ ダ gijdA1\-- I.I -~lL ---- 2m --~I.I)-"'- P ~ 
-);~aH(，)adA)j+去H仇州)
Integrating both members of (2. 12) over the whole hypersurface V叫
and applying the Stokes' theorem, we have 
? ???????? ?????
??
FEE
・E
・---EJV
1
一 m
(2. 13) = ( _l)m ν \ ~(H，νl〆A+-LHαß， B包 B$::/ σijdAJv川)\..L.L v lYU-..i.L I 2m.L.L (ν)α p -;-
ν同
where dV明 means the boundary of V叫 Since the hypersurface V明 1S
closed, it follows that 
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jJLPdA+汁 fH出B!Bgy. gl, j dA 
V." ~1If; J J7明 S
ー ν \ f~aH(ν)adA+壬\ H(t)~ahdA = 0 
Jpm rt Jvm 
This formula is nothing but the generalization of (0. 3) and (0. 4) . 
(1) 
~ 3. Minkowski formulas concerning a conformal transformation. 
In this section we shal1 discuss the formula (1) for a conformal infiniｭ
tesimal point transformation. 
Let G be a group of conformal transformations, then from equations 
(1. 1), (1. 19) and (2. 2) we obtain 
(3. 1) H(t)B!B~子。り =2mØ瓦.
Therefore (1) is rewritten in the fol1owing form: 
(但3.2勾) ¥ HH.瓦ν叶川d1P刊1ρ +H.ν併一νJ，I ~a官H(札いω仰ν吋巾)a)fα
JP咽"l J..1.1 J 
On substituting f=const. into the formula (3.2), we obtain 
(1 )0 )vm(H.叶肘H.Ø一ν問
For ν=0， we have 
?
???''EE
、 tJ品川)必=。
Formula (1)0 is due to Y. Katsurada ([5], p. 288). 
Especial1y if our manifold R明+1 is an Einstein space, that is, 
(3.3) RH=__B_ - -u-m+1vu , 
we have H(伽=0 in virtue of (1. 22) and (3. 3), and consequently, forν=1 
from (1)0 we get 
(3.4) j川p+品。)必=。
Furthermore, if we assume that R明+1 is a space of constant Riemann curｭ
vature, that is, 
(3.5) R h1, j/c = /C (g"jg“-g砧 gl，j) , 
we obtain H(巾=0 from (1. 5), (1. 18) and (3.5), and consequently from (1)0 
we have 
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(3.6) )vm(H，叶肘H，Ø)dA=O
This formula (3. 6) is due to Y. Katsurata ([5], p. 288). 
In the case where R間十1 is a Euclidean space E叫+1 and t;is the homoｭ
thetic Killing vector field on E明十 1 with components t;' = X', x' being rectanｭ
gular coordinates with a point in the interior of V明 as origin in the space 
E加\ then the orbits of the transformations generated by t;are the straight 
lines through the origin and we have 
,;L g'j = 2g,j. 
s 
Consequently, from (3. 2) and (3. 6) we obtain 
(3. 7) ~vη炉1p+H，)fすH't.tlXah}必 =0 ，
(38)jw(Hddu)dA=o , 
where ρ =nix" X，α=三毛. The formula (3. 7) is a generalization of (0. 2) (also 
dU 
[5], p. 290). 
Now, let us consider a differential form of (m-1)-degree at a point of 
the hypersurface Vへ de五ned by 
((n, t;;in', dx,…,dx)). 
、一一句、，---..-
m-1 
Differentiating exteriorly, and applying the Stokes' theorem, we have 
1___ 1 , ¥ I ¥ ((n, t;;, n" dx, …, dx)) (m-1) • Jaym 
=(一→叫叶咋隅オ~yn，レい伊J〆るj戸(侭附R
by virtue of (ρ2.3町)， where q=n'仇.
On making use of that the hypersurface V畑 is closed, we have 
(3.9) j円侭ijn"e+判)必=。
Let G be the group of homothetic transformations, that is, ø=const., then 
we have 
(3. 10) t明Rijni問=。
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Formulas (3.9) and (3.10) are due to K. Yano ([20], p. ::337), who derived 
these formulas by using the Green's theorem. 
~ 4. Integral formulas in Rm 1 admitting a scalar field such that 
ρω == 11. (ρ) {/ij. 
In this section we assume that the Riemannian manifold R明 j admits 
a non-constant scalar 五eldρsuch that 
(4. 1) ρ;ω = h(ρ)σij ， ρi -ρ;乞ラ
where h(ρ) is a differentiable function of ρ， a吋 we put 
(4.2) ρi = B!p"+αが
on the hypersurface V"'. 
We consider a differential form of (m-1)-degree at a point P of the 
hypersurface V'" defined by 
((n , ji.φ， òn ， "', òn, dx, "', dx)) , 
、-ーーへF回ー司~ 、ーーーー、r-ーー~
ν m一ν-1
w叫he悦r民e φ止=〆 云毛ふ:主シ子わ， piρ〆i 仰
calculations analogous to these in ~ 2, we have the following integral formula : 
(4.3) ¥ ~(H，ν ， jα +Hνh-vpα H(巾)f十 J..Hαfραh~dA = O. 
Jv"'l m . J 
where α=がρ;日凡=ρ;iB!. On substituting f=const. into the formula (4.3), 
we obtain 
???? jF1α+Hvh-vp官(v) α)dA =0 , 
in particular for ν= 0 we have also 
(I') ) vm (町川一山 =0
~ 5. Some properties of a closed orientable hypersurface. 
In this section we shall show the follwing seven theorems for a closed 
orientable hypersurface Vm in a Riemannian manifold R洞， j 
THEOREM 5. 1. Let Rm 1 be a Riemannian manifold which admits 
a continuous oneヂarameter group G of conformal transformations and V"ι 
a closed orientable ~り少0・'suだface such that 
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( i )花=const. and ~a H(ν)"=0 for any ν 
(1 ;壬 ν ~m-1) ，
(i )ム>0， ι>0，…， ι>0 for any 1. 
(2 ;;玉 ν 三三 m-1) ，
(ii) inner 1うroduct p = n;ç乙 does not change the sign on V m・
Then eveηρoint of V"ι is umbilic. 
PROOF. On substituting the assumption ? H(山=0 into the formula (l)c 
in ~ 3, we obtain 
?
???? )vm(H，ν1ρ+足。)dA =0 
F rom (II)c and (I)c in ~ 3, we obtain 
jJRF均)dA = 0 , 
jft(H1HJ+HA)dA=0 
because of }え=constant. Therefore we have 
(5. 1) )Vm(HIH，ν H'Hゅん 0
Due to (1. 15) and the assumptions (i) and (iii), the integrand on the left 
side of equation (5. 1) is non negative, and therefore 
HIH,-H"I = 0 ラ
which implies that 
んl=k2 = ・・・ =丸，
at al points of the hypersurface V川 Accordingly every point of Vm is 
umbilic. 
Theorem 5. 1 is due to T. Otsuki ([14] , p. 339) for the case where ν=1 
and due to T. Koyanagi ([8] , p. 121) for the case where ν= 2. 1n the case 
where R'" I admits a group G of proper homothetic transformations, Theorem 
5. 1 has been obtained by K. Yano ([20] , p. :140) for ν= 1. Especially in the 
case that Rm I is an Einstein space or a space of constant curvature, Theorem 
5. 1 becomes Katsurada's ones, i. e. , Theorem D and Theorem E stated in 
the introduction. 
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THEOREM 5. 2. Let Rm ι1 be a Rie1ηαnnian manifold τιJhich admits a 
non zero scalar field ρ such that ρ;ω =h(ρ)σij and Vm α closed orientable 
lりJpersuヴ白ce such that 
(i) 花=const. and P. H(ν)α =0 for aり ν
(1 ;;三 ν 三五 mー 1) , 
( i )ι>0， k2 >0, ..., km>O for any ν 
(2 ;;玉 ν 孟 m-1) ，
(ii) inner ρroduct α =n'ρ包 does not change the sign on V明.
Then every point of Vm is umbilic. 
PROOF. On substituting the assumption P. H(巾=0 into the formula (1') 
in ~ 4, we have 
(I1') tJι1α+花山=。
From (I1') and (I') in ~ 4, we obtain 
LJ花 1α+花山 =0 ，
LJ問α十R山=。
because of Hν= constant. Therefore we have 
(5.2) ;yA-HJαん0
Due to (1. 15) and the assumptions (i) and (iii), the integrand on the left 
side of equation (5. 2) is non negative, and therefore 
HIH,-H, ct = 0 , 
which implies that 
ん1 = k2 = ・・・=ムる
at al points of the hypersurface Vm. Accordingly every point of V明 lS
umbilic. 
For ν= 1, Theorem 5.2 becomes Yano's one ([21] , p.440). 
THEOREM 5. 3. Let Rm ィ 1 be a Riemannian manifold ωhich admits 
a continuous oneアarameter groψG of conformal transformations and V明
a closed orientable Jりpersurface such that 
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(i) H1P十件豆 o (01主0)ωzd ~aH(巾 =0 j? a1ザ ν
(1 三五 ν 三五 m-1) ，
(ii) ム >0， kz>O，…ふる>0 for any ν 
(2 孟 ν 三玉川一 1) ，
(ii) inner product ρ= ni~i does not change the sign on V明.
Then every ρoint of V'" is umbilic. 
PROOF. From our assumption (i) and (I)c in S 3 we have the relation 
(5.3) H1P= -? 
Substituting (5. 3) into the formula (III)c, we obtain 
LJ日H，-H， 11)州 =0 ，
which hold if and only if 
H，H，νHν1=0. 
Then we obtain the conclusion. 
Theorem 5. 3 for ν= 1 is due to Y. Katsurada ([5] , p. 292). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R町 1 be a Riemannian mωúfold which 正ulmits a 
continuous oneアarameter group G of conformal tranザòrmations and V明
。 closed orientable lzypersurface such that 
(i) Hν lρ +H， Ø 三五 o (or 孟 0) and ~"H( ，)a ニ o for αny ν 
(1 ~玉 ν 三五 m-1) ，
(ii)ι >0， k2 >0， …，丸>0，
(ii) inner prηduct p=ni~i doω not change the sign on V"". 
Then every 1うoint of V叫 is umbilic. 
PROOF. If we express the formula (IIJc as follows 
IvJH， 肘任。)dA=O ，
then from our assumption (i) we have the relation 
(5.4) Hν 1]うこ -Hν ø.
Substituting (5. 4) into the formula (I)c in S 3, we obtain 
(5.5) iJ(HE R l附 =0
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Due to (1. 15) and the assumptions (i) and (iii), the integrand on the left 
side of equation (5. 5) is non negative and therefore 
H 1H ,-H, c1 = 0 , 
which implies that 
l主:1 = k2 = ー・ =Á毛同
at al points of the hypersurface Vへ Accordingly every point of V明 1S
umbilic. 
THEOREM 5. 5. Let R川 +1 be α Riemannian manifold τ:vhich admits a 
continuous oneアarameter grou;ρG of conformal transformations and V惜
a closed or官ntable ~りpersurface such that 
( i )一五辺恒ρ) and eH(ν)α =0 for 仰 ν
(1 手 ν 壬 m-1) ，
(副長1>0， k2 >O, ...，丸 >0 for any ν 
(2 三玉 ν 豆 m-1) and H1>0 (or<O) for ν=1 ， 
(ii) inneァ ρroduct p=ni輅 does not change the sig・n on V禍.
Then eveηρoint of Vm is umbilic. 
PROOF. By virtue of our assumptions and (I)c in ~ 3, we obtain the 
following relation 
(5. 6) ρ= 一五7
Substituting (5. 6) into (II)c in ~ 3, we obtain 
J v'" (H1H , -H，ν 必品 =0 ，
which hold if and only if 
H 1H , -H" 1 = O. 
Then we obtain the conclusion. 
Theorem 5. 5 for ν= 1 is due to Y. Katsurada ([ラ]， p. 293). 
THEOREM 5. 6. Let Rm' 1 be a Riemannian manザòld τ:vhich admits 
α continuous one-μrameter grouρG of conformal transformations and V叫
a closed orientable J，り少ersuヴムce such that 
(i)-57当(バp) and eH(山 =0ル仰 ν
Gen引'alized 11 inkmvski f()/'mllas foγ c!osed hypersllγfαどes 111 a γiellwnnian manifold 釘
(1 三三 ν 壬 rn-1) , 
( i )ι>0， k2 >0, "', k明 >0，
(ii) inner product p=ni~i does not change the sign on V叫.
Then every 1うoint of V加 is urnbilic. 
PRO鰀. The formula (II)c is rewritten as follows 
いか+正りdA=O
By virtue of our assumptions, we have the following relation 
(5. 7) 十一号:)
Substituting (5. 7) into (I)c in ~ 3, we obtain 
Lm去(H，H， -H'i')州 =0 ，
which holds if and only if 
H，H，-H，ν ，= O. 
Then we obtain the conclusion. 
τHEOREM 5. 7. Let R'町、、 be a Riemannian rnanifold which admits 
a continuous one-pα~rameter gro吟 G of conformal transformations and V恥
a closed orientable h，沖ersurface such that 
( i) H:ρ = -?for any ν(2;;玉 ν豆 m-1) ，
(i) H ,>O, H 2 >0, "', H，ν>0 ， 
(ii) inner 1うroduct 1う =ni~i does not change the sign on V"'. 
Then evelッ point of V'" is umbilic. 
PROOF. On substituting the assumption (i) into the formula (I)c in ~ 3, 
we obtain 
(5.8) jJR-d)凶=。
Due to the inequality (1. 16) the integrand in the left side of equation (5. 8) 
is non negative, and therefore 
H , =H: , 
which implies that 
ん， =k2 = ・・・=丸ゐ
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at all points of the hypersurface V川 Then we obtain the conclusion. 
The method of calculation referring to a di旺erential form is learned 
much from the paper [5] of Y. Katsurada. 
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